Welcome to the Louisiana Scholars’ College at Northwestern State University!

March 4, 2023

9:00 - 10:00 am  WELCOME and INTRODUCTIONS

10:00 - 10:45 am  ACADEMIC and ORGANIZATIONAL BROWSE -- Rm 227

11:00 - 11:50 am  STUDENT PANEL and PARENT PANEL

Parent Panel – Rm 227
Student Panel – Rm 146

12:00 - 12:50 pm  LUNCH -- Outside of Morrison Hall under the trees

1:00 - 1:50 pm  SAMPLE CLASS

Class Sessions:
SLSC 4820  Sociobiology and the Evolution of Sex -- Rm 146
SSOT 3830  Understanding Violence -- Rm 115
SGRK 1810  Ancient Greek -- Rm 221
SCTT 1820  Texts & Traditions II -- Rm 222

2:00 - 2:30 pm  CAMPUS TOUR – Meet in front of Morrison Hall

Baseball and Softball games

Demon Baseball
2:00 pm - NSU vs UT Arlington
Brown-Stroud Field

Lady Demon Softball
5:00 pm - NSU vs Arkansas - Pine Bluff
Lady Demon Diamond
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